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Abstract:  

Multi-angular images of the brightness temperature $(T_{rm B})$ of the Earth at 1.4 GHz are 
reconstructed from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite sensor data since end 2009. 
Sea surface salinity (SSS) products remote sensing from space is being attempted using these data 
over the world oceans. The quality of the first version of the European Space Agency operational 
Level 2 (L2) SSS swath products is assessed in this paper, using satellite/in situ SSS data match-ups 
that were collected over the second half of 2010. This database reveals that 95% of the SMOS L2 
products show a global error standard deviation on the order of $sim$1.3 practical salinity scale. 
Simple spatiotemporal aggregation of the L2 products to generate monthly SSS maps at $1^{circ} 
times 1^{circ}$ spatial resolution reduces the error down to about 0.6 globally and 0.4 in the tropics for 
90% of the data. Several major problems are, however, detected in the products. Systematically, 
SMOS SSS data are biased within a $sim$1500 km wide belt along the world coasts and sea ice 
edges, with a contamination intensity and spread varying from ascending to descending passes. 
Numerous world ocean areas are permanently or intermittently contaminated by radio-frequency 
interferences, particularly in the northern high latitudes and following Asia coastlines. Moreover, 
temporal drifts in the retrieved SSS fields are found with varying signatures in ascending and 
descending passes. In descending passes, a time-dependent strong latitudinal bias is found, with 
maximum amplitude reached at the end of the year. Errors in the forward modeling of the wind-
induced emissivity and of the sea surface scattered galactic sources are as well identified, biasing the 
sss retrievals at high and low winds and when the galactic equator sources are reflected toward the 
sensor. 
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I. Introduction 

 
 

One of the key goals of the European Space Agency‘s (ESA) Soil Moisture and Ocean 
Salinity (SMOS) mission, launched in November 2009, is to produce global maps of Sea 
Surface Salinity (SSS) with an accuracy of 0.1-0.2 (on the Practical Salinity Scale 1978) over 
a time scale of 1 month and at a spatial resolution of about 100 km, using measurements of 
upwelling L-band radiation obtained from the interferometric radiometer MIRAS (Microwave 
Imaging Radiometer using Aperture Synthesis). This is a challenging objective for several 
major reasons. First, the sensitivity of L-band brightness temperatures to variations in SSS is 
at best about 1 K per salinity unit (for sea surface emitted total power) obtained in the warm 
tropical oceans with sea surface temperature (SST) around 30°C and in Vertical-polarization 
at 50° incidence angle. For all incidences and polarization, the sensitivity to SSS is reduced 
as SST decreases. This sensitivity is very weak given that spatial and temporal variability in 
open-ocean SSS does not exceed several units and that the instrument noise is typically 2-5 
Kelvin [1]. Second, there are many geophysical sources of brightness at L-band that corrupt 
the salinity signal (see [2,3] for a summary of these sources), and the scene brightness 
models used to account for these sources have uncertain accuracy, especially those for 
rough surface and foam-induced excess emissions [2,4,5], sun glint [6] and sea surface 
scattered galactic sources [7,8]. 
Moreover, the technical approach developed to achieve 
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adequate radiometric accuracy for the SMOS satellite, as well 

as spatial and temporal resolution compromising between land 

and ocean science requirements, is polarimetric interferometric 

radiometry [9,1]. It is important to recall here that this ambitious  

technique is used for the first time in the context of earth 

observation from space.  The SMOS synthetic antenna MIRAS 

consists of 69 radiometer elements operating at L-band 

(frequency ~1.4 GHz) and distributed along three equally 

spaced arms, resulting in a planar Y-shaped structure.  As 

compared to real aperture radiometers, in which brightness 

temperature (TB) maps are obtained by a mechanical scan of a 

large antenna, in aperture synthesis radiometers, a TB image is 

formed through Fourier synthesis from the cross correlations 

between simultaneous signals obtained from pairs of antenna 

elements, namely, the visibilities. SMOS data image processing 

(so-called Level 1, see [10,1] for details)  thus consists in 

reconstructing the brightness temperatures  from the non local 

(in the physical space) visibility measurements of the earth 

emitted radiations. By construction, this method introduces 

additional difficulties for the sea surface salinity retrievals, 

especially in areas showing strong brightness temperature 

contrasts such as land-ice/ocean/sky transitions, or in the 

presence of strong local sources, such as those generated by 

man-made radio frequency interferences, or, by the direct sun 

radiations impinging the antenna. As the latter signals exhibit 

very local sharp transitions in the physical space, they indeed 

generate multiple spatial frequency signatures in the Fourier 

domain that are superimposed with the background ocean 

signal.  It is therefore difficult to estimate and correctly account 

for their impacts on the visibilities prior to reconstruction. 

Finally, reaching a sufficiently accurate calibration and 

temporal stability to reach the objectives of  the low sensitivity 

ocean surface salinity measurements is also a very challenging 

task for an instrument including 69 radiometer elements, with 

potentially varying individual behavior.  

 Prior to launch, an algorithm detailed in [11] had been 

developed to retrieve surface salinity from the reconstructed 

brightness temperatures of SMOS and is implemented in the 

ESA Level 2 ocean salinity operational processing chain. 

Briefly, the sea surface salinity retrieval algorithm is based on 

an iterative inversion method that minimizes the differences 

between antenna plane Tb measured at different incidence 

angles and Tb simulated by a forward radiative transfer model. 

The iterative method is initialized with a first-guess surface 

salinity that is iteratively modified until an optimal fit between 

the forward model and the measurements is obtained. The 

forward model takes into account atmospheric emission and 

absorption, ionospheric effects (Faraday rotation), scattering 

of celestial radiation by the rough ocean surface, and rough 

sea surface emission as approximated by one of three models. 

Potential degradation of the retrieval results is indicated 

through a flagging strategy. In particular, the flags are raised if 

the retrieved SSS exceed the mean climatological value plus or 

minus five times the climatology standard deviation.  

In the first part of this paper, the quality of the current ESA 

operational Level 2 SSS products generated using one of the 

forward wind-induced excess emissivity model is analyzed. The 

algorithm is basically the one described in [11], except for a 

two-dimensional offset function, called the Ocean Target 

Transformation (OTT), which is now applied to the Level 1 

reconstructed brightness temperatures used as inputs to the 

Level 2 processor, prior to the minimization with the forward 

model estimates. This offset function is applied to correct for 

systematic image reconstruction biases that were found in the 

data during the satellite commissioning period and s erves as a 

calibration factor. The OTT is determined by the two-

dimensional median differences between the forward model 

predictions estimated using the world ocean atlas monthly 

climatology [12]  and the Level 1 (L1) reconstructed brightness 

temperatures. This analysis is performed in the director cosine 

coordinates of the antenna and involve few orbits in the Pacific 

ocean. Additional details with respect this calibration method 

can be found in [13, 14].  

 During the first year of the mission, and particularly 

during the first half of 2010, the algorithms used in the 

operational Level 0 (L0)-Level 1 processors and the associated 

calibration parameters and techniques (Flat Target Response, 

Noise Injection Radiometer data, thermal model, external 

sources removal techniques, ..) evolved significantly as the 

data were first recovered and further analyzed.  Nevertheless, it 

was rapidly observed that after some empirical corrections, it 

was possible to derive the spatial variability of SSS from SMOS 

data [13].  SMOS Level 2 operational SSS products were thus 

obtained from a first "quasi stable" version of the L0 and L1 

algorithms starting approximately in mid-2010. This led [15] to 

focus on SMOS SSS validation in August 2010; they found a 

precision on SMOS SSS averaged in 100kmx100km boxes and 

10 days around 0.4 provided that SMOS SSS are weighted by 

their error variance and that only data in the 3-12m/s wind 

speed range, in open ocean regions (far from land), and on 

ascending orbits (to avoid potential problems as sociated with 

large galactic signal) are considered; systematic salinity 

differences of several tenths of units were found between 

ascending and descending orbits depending on the 

hemisphere. 

In this paper, L2 SSS data quality assessment is extended 

over the second half of the year 2010. Two updates of the OTT 

were nevertheless implemented in the operational Level 2 chain 

at the beginning of that period to compensate for deep sky 

calibration changes in the Level 1. The latter changes occurred  

the 9th of July and the 2nd of August.  

For the purpose of validating the satellite products, in situ 

SSS data were collected, validated and co-localized with SMOS 

data. This match-up database is used here to qualify the SMOS 

Level 2 swath product errors but also the ones characterizing 

the data after spatio-temporal aggregation of the Level 2 (so-

called Level 3 SSS product). The major spatio-temporal 

evolution during that period and the geophysical 
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dependencies of the error are analyzed.  Simple spatio-temporal 

aggregation of the Level 2 products are then performed to 

generate monthly Level 3 SSS maps at 1°x1° spatial resolution 

from July to December. The error reduction in the SMOS SSS 

products is analyzed and several permanent major problems 

detected in the products are identified and discussed. The 

latter include systematic SSS biases within a ~1500 km wide 

belt along the world coasts and sea ice edges, affecting data in 

both ascending and descending passes. Moreover, temporal 

drifts are found in the retrieved SSS, with a significant 

latitudinal variation observed in descending passes and 

reaching maximum magnitude around the winter solstice. In 

addition, biases induced by inaccuracies in the forward 

modeling of the sea surface roughness impact and of the 

scattered galactic noise are detected.   

In part II of the paper, the potential sources for these errors 

observed in the retrieved SSS will be analyzed in terms of 

brightness temperature signatures. First, the biases along the 

coastlines will be shown to be induced by a contamination 

from land or ice masses emission impinging the extended field 

of view domain of the MIRAS antenna. Spatio-temporal drifts 

in the brightness temperature are characterized and found to be 

dominantly correlated with the varying impact and associated 

corrections of the direct sun radiation impinging at the antenna 

and to a lesser extent to galactic signal impact and instrument 

thermal response. Finally, roughness-induced excess 

brightness temperature are estimated at the surface Level, 

classified and bin-averaged as function of surface wind speed 

values to evaluate a new empirical roughness -correction 

algorithm. A detailed analysis of the biased model for the 

galactic reflection at the sea surface will be also provided.  

 

II. STUDY DATA SET 

This section describes the data sets which we will be using for 

the analysis performed in this paper. 

 

A. SMOS data 

 

SMOS TB images are formed through Fourier synthesis from 

the cross correlations between simultaneous signals obtained 

from pairs of antenna elements. SMOS Level-1B product is the 

output of the image reconstruction of the observations and 

comprises the Fourier component of the brightness 

temperature in the antenna polarization reference frame, hence 

brightness temperatures. Level-1B corresponds to one 

temporal measurement, i.e. the whole field of view– one 

integration time – and is often called a snapshot as for a 

camera.  As the satellite moves, multiple observations of the 

same pixel at different incidence angles are obtained (see Fig. 6 

in [1]). The Level-1C product corresponds to a Level-1B 

product re-organized with the angular brightness temperatures 

at the top of the atmosphere grouped together. The product is 

geolocated in an equal-area grid system (ISEA 4H9 - 

Icosahedral Snyder Equal Area projection) provided at 15 km 

resolution. For this study, the SMOS Level 1B Ocean Full 

Polarization products generated by the SMOS Data Processing 

Ground Segment (DPGS) were used.  Depending on the 

analysis performed, we considered TB data reconstructed either 

in the Extended Field of View (EFOV) domain of the antenna or 

only in the restricted Alias Free Field of View (AF-FOV) for 

which the swath width is approximately 1200 km and 800 km, 

respectively. The actual spatial resolution of the reconstructed 

TBs varies within the FOV  from ~32 km at boresight to about 

~80 km at the edges of the swath (43 km on average over the 

field of view).  The probing earth incidence angle is ranging 

from nadir to about 60° and the radiometric resolution from 2.6 

K at boresight to about 4-5 K on the swath edges.  For the 

Level 2 SSS data, the products distributed by the DPGS were 

used. In addition, to evaluate the impact of several corrections 

applied to the visibilities (sun, foreign sources,..) in the 

operational Level 1 processor, a s implified image 

reconstruction algorithm was implemented, hereafter referred to  

as JRECON and will be presented in more details in part II.  

Note that hereafter, a pass is defined as a half-orbit, pole to 

pole, either ascending (northward) or descending (s outhward).    

 

B. In Situ match-up data sets 

 

In the frame of the French project GLOSCAL (Global Ocean 

Surface Salinity Calibration and Validation), a contribution to 

SMOS calibration/validation activities, in situ SSS 

measurements are systematically collected and validated at 

IFREMER to provide quality-controlled SSS data bases over 

the world oceans.  Based on the Coriolis datasets and using 

ISAS (In Situ Analysis System) objective analysis tool (see 

[16]), a near real time analysis system has been developed. It 

provides gridded fields of sea surface salinity and temperature 

and the corresponding in-situ dataset. Argo international array 

of profiling floats is the principal source of data, reporting 

temperature and salinity from 2000m to near surface Level (4-

5m). More isolated measurements from CTDs, sensor equipped 

marine mammals and moorings (such as TAO/PIRATA in the 

tropics) complement the dataset [17]. Within the GLOSCAL 

context, data from surface dedicated instruments that are not 

yet in the Coriolis operational flow were incorporated. First 

priority has been put on those collected with 

Thermosalinographs. Quality control of these data is a 

prerequisite before they could be integrated to the objective 

analysis ISAS.  The in-situ observations used to build our 

dataset are mainly collected and processed by the Coriolis data 

centre, which apply a real time quality controls in two steps. 

First, a set of automatic tests (location and date, spikes...) is 

applied to the database, followed by a visual checking. The 

result is that quality flags ranging from 0 (no control) to 9 

(missing value) are assigned to each individual measurement. 

Then, after running daily objective analysis, a diagnostic test 

detects outliers by screening the analysis residuals. 
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Anomalous profiles are visually checked by an operator. For 

the needs of GLOSCAL, Coriolis data centre has implemented a 

near-real time data flow. At the beginning of each month, a new 

analysis is performed with the data of the previous month, thus  

providing a dataset of improved quality. The TSG data are 

collected within the context of GOSUD international project 

(Global Ocean Surface Underway Data). The GOSUD dataset is 

hosted by Coriolis that performs the project agreed real time 

quality controls on this dataset. For our analysis, only data 

that have passed delayed mode processing are used. The 

delayed mode quality control on TSG data is performed by the 

scientists from various French laboratories (LPO, LOCEAN, 

IRD Centers and LEGOS) using a dedicated software. There are 

two Levels of control: quality flags and corrections. The 

quality flags used follows the Coriolis definition and depends 

on the quality of the data with respect to the climatology, 

spikes, noise, etc. Then when needed, the time series are 

adjusted to fit the external data which can be either the water 

sample analysis (taken aboard) and/or the Argo co-localized 

data with ship tracks. The TSG data set so produced are a 

contribution  to the GOSUD project and are available in 

NetCDF Gosud format.  

From July to December 2010, the ensemble of in situ qualified 

SSS measurements (Argo+TSG+ moorings+CTD) found in the 

upper 10 meter of the world oceans include a steady averaged 

number of  ~ 300  observations per day when spatially -

averaging the data over  0.25°x0.25° boxes. The spatial 

distribution of this in situ validation dataset collected over the 

second half of 2010 is shown in Figure 1 a.  As illustrated, the 

current in situ observing systems provide an excellent spatial 

coverage of almost all open ocean areas to validate the 

spaceborne measurements of SSS.  

The quality-controlled in situ SSS data were co-localized with 

SMOS swath Level 2 data products using a proximity criteria 

defined as: distances between satellite and in situ data less 

than ±25 km to account for the average pixel size and time lags 

between both data sets less than ±12 hours.  For each satellite 

pass-type (ascending and descending), approximately 18000 

match-up data with SMOS Level 2 SSS products were found 

over the period July to December 2010.   For the validation of 

the SMOS spatio-temporally aggregated data (Level 3),  the 

ensemble of in situ data were simply averaged over the same 

spatio-temporal boxes than the SMOS ones. 

 

III. ASSESMENT OF SMOS SSS DATA QUALITY 

In this section, the L2 SMOS swath SSS retrieval products 

overall quality is first estimated over the selected period; the 

spatio-temporal drifts in the SMOS SSS retrievals are then 

analyzed and we further determine some basic geophysical 

dependencies in the retrieved products. Finally, an assessment 

of the Level 3 SSS products quality is given. 

A. Overall SMOS Level 2 SSS quality 

An example of a daily map of SMOS retrieved SSS in ascending 

passes is shown in Figure 1.b to illustrate the spatial coverage 

provided by the large SMOS swath. As well, numerous missing 

data can be observed  locally in SMOS Level 2 SSS passes. 

These missing data are dominantly due to contaminated 

brightness temperature measurements by radio frequency 

interferences and therefore flagged as bad quality data.  

The Probability distribution functions of the differences ΔSSS= 

SSSSMOS -SSSin situ between  SMOS L2 SSS and co-localized in 

situ SSS data are shown in Figure 1.c for ascending, 

descending and when merging both passes data over the 

global ocean.  Considering the 95% percentile of the ΔSSS 

data,  these distributions are found to be close to normal 

distributions (see dashed fits in Fig. 1c), with first and second 

order moments provided in Table I.  Over the second half of 

2010, 95% of the  SMOS Level 2 products thus exhibit a global 

mean error of 0.52  with a standard deviation of 1.3 . In the 

tropical ocean, the mean error decreases to about 0.3  with a 

standard deviation of 1. 

SMOS Level 2 SSS measured in ascending and descending 

passes are found in general too salty by 0.8  and 0.1 , 

respectively.  This is not true when considering only the 

tropical oceans, for which the mean Satellite SSS are here too 

fresh by about 0.2  in descending passes.  

The standard deviation of the error is however found to be 

systematically lower for ascending orbits (1.1  globally and 0.8 

in the tropics) than for the descending ones (1.4  globally and 

1.1 in the tropics).   

As illustrated in Figure 1.d, which shows the average and 

standard error deviation as function of ±0.25 pss bins of in situ 

SSS values, SMOS data are in average significantly too salty in 

fresh waters below 33 . These observed global biases for fresh 

waters are mostly associated with measurements conducted in 

the North Pacific ocean, in the Labrador sea, as well as by 

those performed in the bay of Bengal.  

 

 

 

B. Spatio-temporal drifts in the retrieved SSS  

 

While the previous statistics give a first indication of the 

overall quality of the Level 2 products, they are based on a 6 

months period over which significant temporal or spatial drifts 

may have occurred for several reasons (badly accounted for 

seasonal cycle in the forward model brightness temperature 

contributions, instrumental drifts, varying solar radiation 

impacts etc..)  that may bias the overall statistics. To 

investigate this issue, the daily error statistics (mean and 

standard deviation)  of the Level 2 products were evaluated 

using the ~300 match-ups/day and we applied to the results a 

10-day running mean window filter to smooth them out. The 

latter are shown  in Figure 2 and reveal several aspects of the 

data. First,  the error standard deviation is seen to be 

approximately stable along the period. However, this is not the 

case for the 10-days averaged mean errors that are seen to 

significantly fluctuate from July to end December. The latter 

mean global biases are in general smaller for descending 
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passes than for ascending passes. The 10-days averaged 

global biases for both data set exhibit a fluctuation amplitude 

with time reaching a maximum value on the order of 1.2  over 

the period. These large temporal fluctuations in the mean errors  

are dominantly induced by a change in the Level 1-Level 2 

processors versions occurring in July and at the beginning of 

August.  The cross over in the mean errors between ascending 

and descending passes is indeed observed at the beginning of 

August. This is attributed to a change in the Level 1 processor 

that followed after a deep sky calibration update, and which 

was implemented in the L1 processor. The temporal 

fluctuations of the mean error after that date, period for which 

the L1 and L2 processor configurations were kept unchanged,  

nevertheless exhibit an amplitude standard deviation of 0.3  

and 0.5  for ascending and descending passes, respectively. 

The amplitude of the temporal fluctuations of the running mean 

ΔSSS is found maximum during the period July to mid-October. 

More details about these drifts are obtained by analyzing the 

temporal evolution of the meridional averages of the ΔSSS. The 

latter were estimated over 1°-wide latitude bands with a 10-

days running mean windows. As illustrated by the Hovmöller  

diagrams  given in Figure 3, the temporal drifts affecting the 

retrieved SSS in ascending passes are almost independent of 

latitude, except for the southern latitude bands were a varying 

positive bias  is detected. As will be shown later,  the latter is 

associated with the impact on the SMOS measurements of the 

sea ice extent seasonal changes.    However, the descending 

passes case shown in Figure 3a reveals a clear latitudinally 

dependent variation of ΔSSS with time for these orbits. A 

strong North-South variation in the retrieved SSS error is 

found starting mid-October until the end of the year. In 

December, this very strong bias reach a maximum amplitude of 

about 4-5  from South to North, varying from about -2 s for the 

latitude bands centered around 40°N up to +2 around 50°S. 

The sign change in this latitudinal bias occurs at a latitude that 

is seen to evolve from about 10° S at the beginning of October 

to about 30°S at the end of December.   The spatio-temporal 

drifts in SMOS L2 SSS error found in the Hovmöller  diagrams  

show that the previously derived overall SMOS L2 error 

statistics at global scale, may hide very significant local biases 

in the retrieval and shall therefore be taken with care. 

C. SMOS retrieved SSS error major Geophysical 

Dependencies 

 

The sea surface roughness impact on the L-band emissivity is 

known to be a potential major source of forward modeling 

errors for the spaceborne remote sensing of sea surface 

salinity. The sensitivity of emissivity to salinity is expected to 

decrease significantly in cold waters. To identify the potential 

impact of these two major geophysical error sources on the 

ΔSSS values, the latter were bin-averaged as function of the 

Level 2 processor ECMWF surface wind speed products (bin 

width of 1 m/s) and temperatures (bin width of 2°C). The 

results illustrated in Figure 4 reveal a systematic 

overestimation of the SMOS retrieved SSS at wind speed 

higher than ~13-14 m/s, with an increased bias magnitude as 

the wind speed increases. As well, significant differences 

between SMOS and in situ observations are detected for wind 

speed lower than about 3 m/s, with ΔSSS values changing by 

about 2  from calm sea to conditions with 2-3 m/s wind speeds.  

In the dominant wind conditions from 4 to 12 m/s, no clear 

dependence of the SMOS L2 SSS biases with surface wind 

speed are however evidenced for both passes.  

 Although the data dispersion is quite large, a continuous 

degradation of the SSS retrieval quality is observed as the sea 

surface temperature diminishes. This is particularly clear  below 

6-7°C in ascending passes, which is a known threshold SST 

range below which sea ice may be present. Interestingly, there 

is no apparent degradation at low SST in descending passes. 

Most of these spurious data are likely associated with errors in 

the SMOS brightness temperature that occur at the transition 

between Antarctica and the open ocean. Nevertheless, 

considering a linear fit of the ΔSSS statistics as function of 

SST for both passes, SMOS L2 SSS mean error is found to 

increase with decreasing SST at a rate of about 0.05 pss/°C. 

Another major geophysical source of error in the SMOS Level 

2 SSS product was identified as the modeling of the galactic 

signal reflection. We show in Figure 5 a first visual evidence of 

this problem. Based upon the modeling studies for SMOS 

mission [8], the impact is expected to be largest for descending 

passes in September because for these passes, the reflections 

of the instrument viewing directions over the field of view tend 

to lie along the galactic equator, where L-band galactic 

emission is maximum. In Figure 5a, we show an image of the 

SMOS Level 2 SSS retrievals for the descending passes of the 

25th of September. Note the blue (too fresh) along-track 

strips in the retrieved Level 2 SSS that can be attributed to an 

underestimation of the modeled galactic signal reflection on 

the sea surface (see Figure 5b). Indeed, the higher the 

brightness temperature residual after correction, the  fresher 

the retrieved SSS. These modeling errors might affect the 

quality of  the retrieved SSS in descending passes from mid-

August to mid-October, period over which the reflected 

galactic equator crossed the FOV. 

 

D. SMOS Level 3 SSS quality 

 

In order to better determine the overall Level 2 SSS quality, 

to further evaluate permanent non-identified errors at Level 2 

and in fine, to estimate if the products meet the mission 

requirements, spatio-temporal averaging of the Level 2 

products is necessary. The latter products were therefore 

aggregated over different spatial resolutions varying from 0.25° 

to 1°, and over 1 month  (so-called Level 3 products). These 

Level 3 products were obtained using a simple averaging 

method. While more sophisticated methods can be used, this 

simple aggregation strategy is sufficient to illustrate  the major 

and systematic problems found in the data. 

In Figure 6, the evolution of the Level 3 products derived at  

a nominal spatial resolution of 0.25° for each month of the 

second half of 2010 is shown as function of pass -type 

(ascending and descending).  Three major problems can be 
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visually detected in these Level 3 SMOS products.  

First, SMOS SSS data are permanently flagged as bad and 

removed in several large world ocean area due to the presence 

of man-made radio frequency interferences. A major 

contaminated zone is the Northern ocean latitudes, particularly 

in ascending passes, for which a belt of spurious retrievals is 

systematically found, spanning North Pacific and Atlantic 

oceans, from the Bering sea to the North Sea. An analysis of 

the brightness temperature signals (not shown here) revealed 

that this permanent contamination is found to be induced by 

signal from a  radar array located in North America, at the 

southern tip of Greenland and at several locations in England.  

Other strongly and often contaminated ocean areas are the 

Northern Indian Ocean, particularly the Arabian Sea and within 

a~800 km wide belt along the Pacific coasts of Asia.  While not 

clearly visible in the monthly averaged Level 3 products, many 

other ocean area are also affected by local but weaker or more 

intermittent RFI contaminations emanating from the coasts, 

particularly around the major coastal cities of the world.  

A second major problem is the fact that SMOS SSS data are 

systematically biased (in general too salty)  within a ~1500 km 

wide belt along the world coasts and sea ice edges,  with a 

contamination intensity and spread strongly varying from 

ascending to descending passes. The signature of this so -

called 'land-induced' contamination is seen to be very stable 

from month to month along the second half of the year. A more 

detailed analysis of this signal is given at the end of th is 

section. 

Finally, the previously identified L2 SSS spatio-temporal 

drifts are now clearly evidenced at Level 3. This is particularly 

true for the latitudinal biases found in descending orbits, with 

maximum magnitude reached at the end of the year and which 

translates into a significantly too fresh and too salty satellite 

SSS in the Northern and Southern oceans, respectively.  

  Despite these serious problems in the data, an error 

analysis of the SMOS Level 3 products has been conducted 

using the monthly data aggregated at 1° resolution. However, 

given the detected spatio-temporal drifts, the statistical error 

analysis is conducted separately for each month and each pass  

types. Results of the statistical analysis are provided in table II 

for the global ocean and table III for the tropical oceans. 

Considering all match-up data for a given selection (e.g. those 

for the month of august and ascending passes), it was found 

that the probability distribution of the ΔSSS for these Level 3 

products is far from normality with significant skewness and 

kurtosis values, principally due to a high density of significant 

outliers. Considering the 90% percentile of the ΔSSS values, 

distributions become closer to Gaussian ones with first four 

moments provided in the tables. As illustrated 90% of SMOS 

Level 3 data over the global ocean exhibit a monthly error 

standard deviation on the order of  0.46  and 0.57 , for 

ascending and descending passes, respectively. While the 

monthly error standard deviation  is approximately stable in 

ascending passes, the higher value found in descending 

passes is clearly attributed to the temporal and latitudinal drifts 

observed from October to December, which induce an increase 

of the monthly standard deviation error up to 1.1 at the end of 

the year. In the Tropical oceans, the SMOS Level 3 SSS 

standard deviation error is on the order of 0.38 , except for the 

months of October and November in descending passe,s for 

which it reaches 0.5-0.6.   

   To investigate the averaged impact and extent of the land 

contamination on the Level 3 products, ΔSSS values where 

further binned as function of the distance to coast, estimated 

from an USGS land mask. The results shown in Figure 7 reveal 

that the median values of ΔSSS and its standard deviation 

generally increase as SMOS data are retrieved within 

approximately 1500 km from the coasts.   The enhancement of 

the median ΔSSS as function of the distance to coast is more 

clearly seen in descending passes, with a continuous increase 

as the data get closer to the coast, reaching an amplitude of 

~0.7  at about 150 km from the coasts. While the amplitude of 

the ΔSSS variation within 1500 km from coast is similar for 

ascending passes than for the descending ones, no 

continuous trend is observed as the data get closer to the 

coast. Note that the increase of the error standard deviation 

within the 1500 km coast-following belt may be associated with 

a strong decrease in the number of in situ observation, as one  

get closer to the coast. 

A more precise view of the spatial extent and impact of the 

land contamination is obtained by plotting the spatial 

distribution of the 6 month period-averaged ΔSSS per 1° boxes. 

As seen in Figure 6, the land contamination extent and 

intensity seems apparently very stable as function of time. To 

minimize the potential impact of the temporal drifts on the 

average ΔSSS along the coasts, spatial distributions of the 

Level 3 ΔSSS were therefore adjusted so that the global 

distribution for each month and each pass type exhibit a zero 

mean value. This adjustment was performed using the monthly 

global mean errors provided in table II. The residuals were then 

averaged over the six months and  are shown in Figure 8. This 

plot reveals that the land-contamination is locally worse than 

could be deduced from the globally averaged results shown in 

Figure 7. After removing the monthly mean errors, the residual 

ΔSSS amplitude along the world coast is generally larger than 

±1 .    Moreover sign changes in the ΔSSS within the 'coastal-

belt' can be observed with varying signatures in ascending and  

descending passes as function of the coasts considered. Too 

salty SMOS retrievals (by more than 1 ) are  found along most 

of the world coasts (e.g., West coasts of America, Europe and 

Africa;  North coasts of Australia, South-America and 

Indonesia in ascending passes; coasts of South Africa, 

America and South Australia in descending passes). 

Nevertheless, some area along the world coasts also indicate 

too fresh retrieved salinities, particularly in ascending passes 

such as area along the South Australian coasts, along most 

east coasts of America  and Africa as well as in the proximity of 

Asia eastern Pacific coasts.   
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Prior to launch, several studies [e.g., 18] estimated that a 

contamination of the reconstructed brightness temperatures at 

the ocean/land transition could seriously affect the quality of 

SSS retrieval only within a coastal band of ~100-150 km (2-3 

pixels) width. The observed 'land contamination' effect seen in 

SMOS data is actually much more important than previously 

anticipated. During the last six months, ESA team members and 

scientists looked for the potential source of this problem and it 

was recently found that a very likely source was a bug in the 

Level 1 processor evaluation of the DC component of the 

visibilities. As will be illustrated in part II, a much reduced 

contamination is found using a corrected version of the Level 1 

processor. 

 

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

 

In the first part of this paper, the results of an analysis of the 

quality of the first operational SMOS Sea Surface Salinity  

(SSS) products have been presented. To assess this quality, in 

situ SSS data were collected in the upper 10 m of the global 

ocean over the second half of the year 2010. These in situ data 

originate from several sources such as the ARGO floats array, 

CTD sensors, Mooring array in the Tropics and 

Thermosalinograph instruments on board ships of 

opportunity. The ensemble data set was qualified and provide 

a very dense distribution of measurements, that were further 

co-located with SMOS Level 2 swath SSS data for the purpose 

of validation.  

Over the second half of 2010, 95% of the  SMOS Level 2 

products are found to exhibit a global mean error 

ΔSSS=SSSSMOS-SSSin situ of 0.52  with a standard deviation of 1.3 

. In the tropical oceans, the mean error decreases to about 0.3  

with a standard deviation of 1 .  The error standard deviation is 

found to be systematically less for ascending orbits (1.1  

globally and 0.8 in the tropics) than for the descending ones 

(1.4  globally and 1.1 in the tropics) .  Classifying the errors as 

function of SSS values themselves, a systematic too salty 

satellite SSS for the fresh oceanic waters below 33  was found, 

which is dominantly attributed to errors located in the fresh 

North Pacific and Atlantic, as well as in the Bay of Bengal 

areas. 

The evolution of the 10-days averaged ΔSSS 95% percentil 

statistics (global mean and standard deviation)  of the Level 2 

products was studied from the match up database and reveal 

several aspects of the data. First,  the standard error deviation 

is seen to be approximately stable along the period. However, 

this is not the case for the 10-days averaged mean errors that 

are seen to significantly fluctuate from July to end December. 

The latter mean global biases are in general smaller for 

descending passes than for ascending passes and exhibit a 

fluctuation with time reaching a maximum amplitude on the 

order of 1.5  over the period. These large temporal fluctuations 

in the mean errors are dominantly attributed to changes in the 

Level 1-Level 2 processors versions occurring in July and at 

the beginning of August. Nevertheless, after this last 

processor updates, the retrieved salinities mean errors are still 

fluctuating  with time with an amplitude standard deviation on 

the order of 0.3-0.5 . 

More details about these drifts were obtained by analyzing 

the temporal evolution of the meridional averages of the ΔSSS. 

The latter were estimated over 1°-wide latitude bands with a 10-

days running mean windows. As found, the temporal drifts 

affecting the retrieved SSS in ascending passes are almost 

independent of latitude, except for the southern latitude bands 

due to the sea ice extent seasonal changes.   However, a strong 

4-5  North-South variation in the retrieved SSS error is found 

for descending passes starting mid-October until the end of 

the year, varying from about -2  for the latitude bands centered 

around 40°N up to +2 around 50°S. 

Major geophysical dependencies of the ΔSSS were then 

analyzed considering only SMOS data generated with 

roughness model 2, developed by the first two authors of this 

manuscript [11]. The observed dependencies reveal (i) that for 

the dominant wind conditions, the SMOS Level 2 errors are 

weakly dependent on sea surface wind speed. Significant 

biases are however detected in the low (below 3 m/s) and high 

(over 14 m/s) wind speed regimes. As expected from the kown 

evolution of the L-band emissivity sensitivity to SSS with SST,  

a continuous degradation of the SMOS SSS retrieval quality is 

observed as the sea surface temperature diminishes. SMOS L2 

SSS mean error is thus found to increase with decreasing SST 

at a rate of about 0.05 pss/°C. This is particularly clear  below 

6-7°C, a known threshold SST range below which sea ice may 

be present. However, the errors in these relatively cold seas are 

seen to vary significantly from ascending to descending 

passes, which indicates that the low L-band sensitivity of 

surface emissivity to SSS in cold seas is not the first factor 

responsible for the errors, and that other effects might be the 

sources for these errors ('land-contamination' at the 

Antarctica/open ocean transitions, sea ice contamination, high 

winds model biases, lack of data due to increased rfi 

contaminations in northern latitudes..). Another major 

geophysical source of error in the SMOS Level 2 SSS product 

was identified as the modeling of the galactic signal reflection. 

As shown, too fresh salinity are retrieved when the strong 

galactic equator sources reflect in the Field of view, indicating 

an underestimation of that modeled contribution. These 

modeling errors affect the retrieved SSS in descending passes 

from mid-August to mid-October, period over which the 

reflected galactic equator crosses SMOS FOV. 

In order to better determine the overall Level 2 SSS quality, 

to evaluate permanent flaws non-identified at Level 2 and to 

estimate if the products meet the mission requirements, spatio-

temporal averaging of the Level 2 products was conducted 

considering one month duration over spatial boxes of 1°x1°. A 

simple averaging method was used for aggregation of the L2 

products.  
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Three major problems were detected in these simply derived 

Level 3 SMOS products.  First, occurrence of radio frequency 

interferences at L-band is found to be a major issue over the 

oceans. The latter contaminations permanently disable SSS 

retrievals in many ocean areas, particularly in the Northern 

latitudes in ascending passes, in the Arabian sea and along the 

Pacific coasts of Asia. A second major problem is the fact that 

SMOS SSS data are systematically biased (in general too salty)  

within a ~1500 km wide belt along the world coasts and sea ice 

edges.  The intensity of that contamination and its spread are 

strongly varying from ascending to descending passes, and 

increases in magnitude as the pixels considered lie closer to the 

coasts. The signature of this so-called 'land-induced' 

contamination is seen to be very stable from month to month 

along the second half of the year. 

Third,  the previously identified L2 SSS spatio-temporal 

drifts are clearly evidenced at Level 3. More critical are the 

latitudinal biases found in descending orbits, with maximum 

magnitude reached at the end of the year and which translates 

into a significantly too fresh and too salty satellite SSS in the 

Northern and Southern oceans, respectively. The existence of 

such latitudinal bias in descending passes, varying as function 

of time, is critical for Level 3 product generation. Indeed, they 

currently limit our ability to exploit the combination of 

ascending and descending passes measurements, in view of  

maximizing  the  SSS error reduction at Level 3.  

 In this context, 90% of SMOS SSS data aggregated over 

1°x1° boxes for 1 month duration (so-called Level 3 products)  

nevertheless exhibit an error standard deviations on the order 

of  0.46  and 0.57 , for ascending and descending passes, 

respectively. While the monthly error standard deviation  is 

approximately stable from month to month in ascending 

passes, the higher value found in descending passes is clearly 

attributed to the temporal and latitudinal drifts observed from 

October to December. In the Tropical oceans, the SMOS Level 

3 SSS standard deviation error is on the order of 0.38 , except 

during the period from October to November for the drifting 

descending passes, for which it reaches 0.5-0.6 .   

 It is important to recall here that the SMOS polarimetric 

interferometric radiometry technique is used for the first time in 

the context of earth observation from space.  Retrieving sea 

surface salinity from interferometric radiometer measurements 

of upwelling L-band radiation is a very challenging objective 

and the validation exercise conducted here reveals that a 

significant effort is still required to improve the quality of the 

first SSS retrieval attempts from SMOS data, in order to reach 

the mission requirements. While the overall error statistics is 

promising, issues of major concerns are 'land-contamination', 

spatio-temporal drifts; forward modeling errors and radio-

frequency interferences impacts.  The fact that the instrument 

components and the reconstructed brightness temperature 

may exhibit some temporal drifts to within ±0.5  was anticipated 

before launch and could be adjusted by vicarious calibration, 

as was done previously for other passive satellite 

measurements. Nevertheless, occurrences of time varying 

latitudinal variations in the retrieved SSS, such as the ones 

observed in descending passes at the end of the year are 

critical in view of reducing the satellite SSS error at Level 3. 

Identification of the sources for the latter spurious signals and 

associated  corrections are clearly needed. 

The observed 'land contamination' effect seen in the first set 

of SMOS operational SSS data is a very critical issue for 

science applications as most of the important oceanic 

variability in SSS is found within 1000 km from the coasts 

(largest river run off, west and east boundary currents, ..).  

However, this is now known to be associated with a bug in the 

used version of the Level 1 processor. Accordingly, the land 

contamination will be strongly minimized in the future 

reprocessed SSS data based on a corrected version of the 

Level 1 processor. 

Given the complexity of the instrument and the numerous 

problems found in the data, it is clear that satellite retrieved 

SSS comparisons with in situ data alone, while necessary to 

first assess the quality of the satellite retrievals is not a 

sufficient exercise to understand and characterize all the major 

sources for the  problems detected and to propose algorithm 

improvements. In this Part I, we aimed at providing the reader 

with an overview of the current quality of the currently 

produced SMOS Level 2 SSS data and to point out some major 

flaws in the data.  

A deeper analysis of the sources for the observed land-

contamination, drifts and modeling errors is thus needed in 

term of brightness temperature signal dependencies. An 

attempt in this sense is  proposed in Part II of the present work.  
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[1]  
TABLE II 

SMOS LEVEL 3 1°x1° monthly average ΔSSS 90% percentile error  Statistics (pss) for the GLOBAL OCEAN  

Statistics Pass July Aug Sep Oct Nov DEC 

Mean Asc 0.3 0.5 1.1 1.03 0.9 -0.71 

Desc 0.91 0.01 -0.32 -0.13 -0.38 -0.25 

Standard 

Deviation 

Asc 0.5 0.48 0.51 0.43 0.45 0.39 

Desc 0.5 0.54 0.44 0.61 0.91 1.1 

Skewness Asc 0.28 0.1 -0.06 0.07 0.01 -0.25 

Desc -0.12 0.11 0.25 0.49 0.22 -0.025 

Kurtosis Asc 3.32 3.3 3.6 3 2.88 2.82 

Desc 2.76 2.47 2.7 2.7 2.2 1.8 

 

TABLE III 

SMOS LEVEL 3 1°x1° monthly average ΔSSS 90% percentile error  Statistics (pss) for the TROPICAL  OCEANS (|LAT|<27.5°)  

Statistics Pass July Aug Sep Oct Nov DEC 

Mean Asc 0.2 0.48 1 0.85 0.67 0.59 

Desc 1.04 0.07 -0.42 -0.44 -0.88 -0.96 

Standard 

Deviation 

Asc 0.35 0.41 0.39 0.32 0.38 0.37 

Desc 0.39 0.4 0.37 0.38 0.5 0.6 

Skewness Asc -0.06 0.02 -0.15 -0.06 -0.34 -0.09 

Desc -0.12 0.11 0.25 0.49 0.22 -0.025 

Kurtosis Asc 3.9 3.5 3.8 3.2 3.5 3 

Desc 2.76 2.47 2.7 2.7 2.2 1.8 

[2]  

[3]  

[4]  

[5]  

[6]  

[7]  

[8]  

 

 

 

TABLE I 

SMOS LEVEL 2 ΔSSS 95% percentile error  Statistics (pss) for the GLOBAL  OCEAN AND TROPICAL OCEANS 

(|lat |≤27.5°) 

 
Statistics Pass Global TROPICS 

Me             Mean Asc 0.81 0.64 

Desc 0.1 -0.19 

Both 0.52 0.27 

Standard 

Deviation 

Asc 1.1 0.83 

Desc 1.4 1.1 

Both 1.32 1 
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 Figure 1:.  (a) Spatial distribution of the ensemble of in situ qualified SSS data collected between July and December 2010 and 

used for SMOS Level 2 and 3 products quality assessment, (b) Example of one day of SMOS Level 2 ascending swath SSS 

retrieval products (4 August 2010). (c)  Probability distribution function of the global differences ΔSSS= SSSSMOS -SSSin situ between  

SMOS L2 SSS and in Situ SSS. The dashed curves are Gaussian fit through the observed distributions. The dashed vertical lines 

indicates the mean values. All Data (Black), Ascending passes (blue) and Descending passes (red)  (d) Mean ΔSSS values ±1 

standard deviation per bins of ±0.25   of in situ SSS. The legend is the same than in (c). The gray curve is the histogram of in situ 

SSS values, scaled to fit within the plot. 
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Figure 2:  The black thin curve is showing the daily estimates of the  globally averaged differences between SMOS Level 2 and 

in situ SSS  over the period ranging from July to January 2010. The vertical bars are  showing the ±1 standard deviation. The black 

thick curve is a 10-day running  mean window of the daily and globally averaged difference.  The blue and red curves are showing 

the 10-day running  mean window of the daily and globally averaged difference  for As cending passes  and Descending passes, 

respectively.  The horizontal dashed blue and red lines are the annual averaged differences for ascending and descending pass es, 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Temporal evolution from July 2010 to end December 2010 of the meridional average of ΔSSS. (a) Descending passes 

(b) Ascending passes. The color scale is in PSS. 
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Figure 4: Binned-average values of ΔSSS= SSSSMOS -SSSin situ as function of ECWMF surface wind speeds per bins of 1 m/s (a) 

and as function of sea surface temperatures per bins of 2°C (b). All Data (Black), Ascending passes (blue) and Descending passes  

(red) . The vertical bars indicate ±1 standard deviation.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: (a): Image of the SMOS Level 2 SSS retrievals for descending passes the 25th of september. Note the blue (too fresh) 

along-track strips due to bad correction of the galactic signal reflection on the sea surface. (b): Corresponding model predictions 

of the sea surface reflected galactic equator  radiations for that period (Kelvins). 

 

              .  
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Figure 6: see legend next page.  
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Figure 6 (continued) :Monthly average Sea Surface Salinity estimated from SMOS Level 2 SSS. (left) Descending passes (right) 

Ascending passes. (a-b) July; (c-d) August; (e-f) September; (g-h) October; (i-j) November and (k-l) December 2010.  Spatial 

resolution is 0.25°x0.25°.  
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Figure 7. Median value of  ΔSSS ±1 standard deviation as function of the distance to coastline for the period July to December . 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Spatial distribution of the mean differences between SMOS Level 3 monthly -averaged  SSS products at 1°x1° 

resolution and in situ data considering the period July to December 2010, after correcting SMOS data for the global mean temporal 

biases. (a) Descending passes (b) Ascending passes. 
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